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Abstract
Conservation laws and dissipated quantities are fundamental in analysis.

Here we discuss them in partial differential equations and their discretiza-

tions. These quantities are integral expressions or, in the discrete case,

sums. Often, checking their conservation or dissipation involves tedious

computations. Here, we describe a simple algorithm that relies only on

linear algebra ideas to simplify these expressions or sums. Also, we discuss

another technique to further simplify integral expressions. The, so called,
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symmetrization that helps to uncover the sign of such integrals. Next, we

outline the implementation, including the handling of parametric expres-

sions. Finally, we present some applications to partial differential equations

and numerical methods.

1 INTRODUCTION
Manymeaningful integral expressions arise in the analysis of partial

differential equations (PDE). Their simplification is of paramount

importance. It helps to detect conservation laws, identify entropies,

and dissipated quantities. It is also a productive way of establishing

various integral estimates.

The simplification of sums is of great interest in numerical analy-

sis. Analogous ideas hold in the numerical analysis of PDEs. Knowl-

edge of the theory for a PDE does not have to carry down to its

discrete approximation. Discretized versions of integral quantities

may fail to preserve essential properties. Corresponding simulations

may be unstable or, even, model physically meaningless phenom-

ena.

Unfortunately, the simplification of sums and integrals is fre-

quently a tedious task. Furthermore, as the scale of the problems

grows, it becomes a hard and demanding process. One of the main

techniques used to simplify integrals is integration by parts. We

use this to make the sign of the integral quantities evident. In the

process, we get cancelation of terms and appearance of symmetric

terms.

Analogously, summation by parts is the primary method of sim-

plification for discrete problems. In [6], the authors achieve sub-

stantial progress in this area by introducing a systematic method

(also see [5]). The method consists of three basic steps. First, one

considers all possible (in what sense) integrations by parts. Then,

https://doi.org/10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn
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to achieve something specific, one applies quantifier elimination

techniques. Finally, one decides if the simplified expressions have

definite signs. This approach was further refined in [7], [2], and [8].

Its application to high-order parabolic equations resulted in several

new entropies.

The discussion in [3] inspires the example in the last section of

this paper.

The use of systematic integration by parts to decide on the sign

of an expression is not efficient for large-scale problems. Here, we

are interested in formulating algorithms that mimic the heuristics

that humans use. As described in Section [1], we observe that two

functions are equivalent if their difference is a null Lagrangian. We

use this notion to explore possible cancellations through integration

by parts. Suppose the function is a linear combination of mono-

mials. We use a linear algebra algorithm to find a basis, modulo

null Lagrangians, of these monomials. The representation of the

function in the new basis generally has fewer terms. A similar algo-

rithm can be applied to sums to detect cancellations by summing

by parts. We present this approach in Section 3.1. In Section 3.3,

we discuss a simple, yet powerful, symmetrization algorithm. This

algorithm attempts to rewrite integral expressions with terms that

have a definite sign. When the integral function has a definite sign,

this method helps to make it evident by inspection. We present a

brief outline of the implementation in Section 4.

Our algorithm, based on heuristic procedures, does not guar-

antee that the result expression has a definite sign. However, it is

extremely effective, as we illustrate briefly in Section 5 and can

produce new significant results.

2 MAIN DEFINITIONS
Here, we discuss the main technical concepts used in this paper.

The first is the continuous variational derivate and the second, its

discrete counterpart. We use these two operators to define equality

up to integration or summation by parts. To simplify our discus-

sion of integral functionals, we always assume that our functions

are smooth and periodic. That is, the spatial domain is Td , the d-
dimensional torus. Similarly, in the discrete case, we work with

functions defined on a discretized torus, as we explain in the Sub-

section 2.2, below.

2.1 Variational derivatives
Let J : C∞(Td ;Rm ) → R and u,v ∈ C∞(Td ;Rm ). We recall that J
has a directional derivative in the direction v at u if

D J [u](v) =
d

dϵ
J [u + ϵv]

����
ϵ=0

exists. If J is differentiable, the map v 7→ D J [u](v) is a linear func-

tional from C∞(Td ;Rm ) to R. Often, we can represent it as an L2

inner product. In this case, we say that J has a variational derivative,

V(J ), at u ∈ C∞(Td ;Rm ) if

D J [u](v) =

∫
Td

V(J )vdx

for all v ∈ C∞(Td ;Rm ).

For example, let

J [u] =

∫
Td

F (x,u,Du,D2u, . . .)dx,

where F is smooth. The variational derivative of J is the Euler
operator

V(J ) = E(F ).

Whenm = 1 and F depends only on x , u, Du, we write F (x, z,p)
and then

E(F )(u) = − divx (DpF (x,u,Du)) + DzF (x,u,Du).

For instance, E(u2

x ) = −2uxx .
The Euler operator is a fundamental tool in the calculus of vari-

ations. In particular, if J is an integral functional,

J [u] =

∫
Td

F (x,u,Du,D2u, . . .)dx,

and ū minimizes J [u] then, ū satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation

E(F )(ū) = 0.

Here, however, we are not concerned with minimizing integral

functionals. Rather, we are interested in using the Euler operator to

decide when two integral expressions are equal up to integration

by parts. For this, we recall that a null Lagrangian is a function F ,
such that

E(F )(u) = 0,

for any u. Therefore, if F is a null Lagrangian, then for any u andw∫
Td

F (x,u,Du,D2u, . . .)dx =

∫
Td

F (x,w,Dw,D2w, . . .)dx

since

d

dϵ

∫
Td

F (x, (1 − ϵ)u + ϵw, . . .)dx

����
ϵ=0

=

∫
Td

E(F )(u)(w−u)dx = 0.

Now, we introduce an equivalence relation between smooth

functions. Let P and Q be smooth functions. We say that P and Q

are equivalent if for all u ∈ C∞(Td ;Rm )∫
Td

P(x,u,Du, . . .) =

∫
Td

Q(x,u,Du, . . .).

For example, by integration by parts we have∫
T
uuxx = −

∫
T
u2

x . (2.1)

Hence, P(u,ux ,uxx ) = uuxx and Q(u,ux ) = −u2

x are equivalent.

If P and Q are equivalent; that is∫
Td

P =

∫
Td

Q,

then, as we show above,

E(P −Q) = 0.

Conversely if P(x,u,Du, . . .) = Q(x,u,Du, . . .) for some u and

E(P −Q) = 0 then P and Q are equivalent. For example, E(uuxx +
u2

x ) = 0 and for u = 0, uuxx = −u2

x . Hence, we confirm that (2.1)

holds.
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2.2 Discrete variational derivatives
Let u : I → Rm . To avoid a discussion about the convergence

of sums and boundary terms, here, I ⊂ Zd is the discrete torus

I = {0, . . .N − 1}d with u extended to Zd by periodicity.

Here, we consider a discrete functional

J [u] =
∑
n∈I

Fn [u],

where Fn depends on a stencil around n with k entries determined

by the vectors {e1, . . . , ek } ⊂ Z
d
; that is,

Fn [u] = G(un+e1
,un+e2

, . . . ,un+ek ).

As before, we define the discrete variational derivative of J ,V(J ),
by

D J [u](v) =
d

dϵ
J [u + ϵv]

����
ϵ=0

,

for any v : I → Rm , extended to Zd by periodicity.

D J [u](v) =
d

dϵ
J [u + ϵv]

����
ϵ=0

=
d

dϵ

∑
n∈I

Fn [u + ϵv]

�����
ϵ=0

=
∑
n∈I

d

dϵ
G(un+e1

+ ϵvn+e1
, . . . ,un+ek + ϵvn+ek )

��
ϵ=0

=
∑
n∈I

D1G(un+e1
,un+e2

, . . . ,un+ek )vn+e1
+

+ D2G(un+e1
,un+e2

, . . . ,un+ek )vn+e2
+ . . .

+ DkG(un+e1
,un+e2

, . . . ,un+ek )vn+ek

=
∑
n∈I

(
D1G(un,un+e2−e1

, . . . ,un+ek−e1
)+

+ D2G(un+e1−e2
,un, . . . ,un+ek−e2

) + . . .

+ DkG(un+e1−ek ,un+e2−ek , . . . ,un )
)
vn

=
∑
n∈I

V(J )(vn ).

For example, if the dimension is 1,

Fn [u] = (un+1 − un )
2,

and I = {0, 1, 2, . . . ,N − 1}, then

J [u] =
N−1∑
n=0

(un+1 − un )
2

and

D J [u](v) = −

N−1∑
n=0

(un+1 − 2un + un−1)vn,

so that V(J )(u) = −(un+1 − 2un + un−1).

We generalize the above example to two dimensions, if

Fn [u] = (un1+1,n2
− un1,n2

)2 + un1,n2+1 − un1,n2
)2

and I = {0, 1, 2, . . . ,N − 1}2
, then

J [u] =
N−1∑

n1,n2=0

(un1+1,n2
− un1,n2

)2 + un1,n2+1 − un1,n2
)2

and

D J [u](v) = −

N−1∑
n1,n2=0

(un1+1,n2
+un1,n2+1−4un1,n2

+un1−1,n2
+un1,n2−1)vn .

Consequently,V(J )(u) = −(un1+1,n2
+un1,n2+1−4un1,n2

+un1−1,n2
+

un1,n2−1).

We define the discrete Euler operator ED , in the same way,

V(J ) = ED (Fn ). In this setting, the function Fn is a null Lagrangian
if

ED (Fn )(u) = 0

for any u : I → R.
We observe that, if Fn is a (discrete) null Lagrangian and u and

w are any functions defined on I, then∑
n∈I

Fn [u] =
∑
n∈I

Fn [w]

because

d

dϵ

∑
n∈I

Fn [(1−ϵ)u+ϵw] =
∑
n∈I

ED (Fn [(1−ϵ)u+ϵw])(wn−un ) = 0.

Similarly, we define the following equivalence relation between

summands.We say thatG : Rk → R andH : Rl → R are equivalent
if for all u : I → R∑

n∈I

G(un+e1
, . . . ,un+ek ) =

∑
n∈I

H (un+e1
, . . . ,un+el ).

For example, using summation by parts,

N−1∑
n=0

un+1(un+2 + un − 2un+1) = −

N−1∑
n=0

(un+1 − un )
2. (2.2)

Hence,G(a,b, c) = b(a+c−2b) andH (a,b) = (a−b)2 are equivalent.
If G and H are equivalent, then

ED (G − H ) = 0.

Conversely, if G(un+e1
, . . . ,un+ek ) = H (un+e1

, . . . ,un+el ) for
some u and ED (G − H ) = 0 then G and H are equivalent.

For example, ED
(
un+1(un+2 + un − 2un+1) + (un+1 − un )

2
)
= 0

and foru = 0, (un+1(un+2+un −2un+1) = (un+1−un )
2). This result

confirms the summation by parts formula in (2.2).

3 SIMPLIFICATION ALGORITHMS
In the study of PDEs, the analysis of integrals of polynomial ex-

pressions, for example∫
T
u2 + 2u2

x − 3uuxxdx,

is of central importance. Often, the goal in that analysis is to de-

termine whether those expressions vanish or have a definite sign.

One usually achieves this goal by a combination of integration by

parts and elementary inequalities. In the preceding example, after

integration by parts, we obtain∫
T
u2 + 5u2

xdx,

which we verify to be non-negative by inspection. An experienced

analyst performs these computations almost immediately, even

without a precise algorithm. The choice of integration by parts may
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not be as straightforward as in the preceding example. Consider, for

instance, the polynomial in u(x,y) and v(x,y) and its derivatives

6uxxvxyv + 6uxxyvxv + 2uxxxvyv + 6uxxvyvx+

3uxy
(
2v2

x + 2vvxx
)
+ 3ux

(
4vxvxy + 2vyvxx + 2vvxxy

)
+uy (6vxvxx + 2vvxxx ) + uxxxyv

2

+u
(
6vxyvxx + 6vxvxxy + 2vyvxxx + 2vvxxx

)
.

It may not be completely evident that the integral (in (x,y)) of the
expression above on T2

vanishes.

The methods in [6] address this matter in a completely general

way. Here we propose an algorithm that handles a large number of

cases of interest. The implemented process resembles what humans

do.

For integral expressions, this approach comprises two steps:

(1) Integrate by parts to explore cancellations;

(2) Integrate by parts to symmetrize expressions.

In the first step, we decompose the integrands as sums ofmonomials.

We form the quotient space between the span of those monomials

and the kernel of the variational derivative operator. Then, we

compute a basis for that quotient space. The representation of the

integrands in this new basis contains fewer terms than the original

expression. This is how we achieve the heuristic of "canceling what

we can." Using the discrete variational derivative, we use similar

ideas to simplify sums.

3.1 Basis mod null Lagrangians
Let PD and PR be polynomial vector spaces, E ⊂ PD and F ⊂ PR
be (finite) linear subspaces, and V ∈ L(E, F ), a linear mapping.

We use V to define an equivalence relation on E. We say that

P ≡ Q if, and only if, V (P −Q) = 0. With this equivalence relation,

we define the quotient G = E/kerV . Let [д] ∈ G then [д] is the
equivalence class д + kerV .

Given a basis B = {e1, e2, . . . , en } of E, we want to determine

B′
, a subset of B, that forms a basis of G.
Take the canonical column representation of V (B) and form the

matrix

[V (B)] =
[
[V (e1)] [V (e2)] . . . [V (en )]

]
.

The indices of the non-zero columns of the reduced row echelon

form of this matrix correspond to the indices of the elements in B

that form a basis for G.
The above reasoning is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: BasisModNullLagrangian

Input: V : PD → PR , B = {e1, e2, . . . , en }
Output: B′ = {ei1 , ei2 , . . . , eim }

1 Build A, the matrix whose columns are the canonical matrix

representations of V (ei ), for i ∈ 1, 2, . . . ,n.
2 Use Gaussian elimination to get R, the reduced row echelon

form of A.
3 Collect the indices, {i1, i2, . . . , im }, of the non-zero columns

of R.

The function BasisModNullLagrangian implements this al-

gorithm. The default linear operator in this implementation is

VarD, the variational derivative. It can be set, for example, to be

the discrete variational derivative. As an example, the monomials

u[x]u ′′[x] and u ′[x]2 are equivalent modulo null Lagrangians, as

detected by our code.

In[1]:= variables=Association[
{"depVars"→→→{u},"indVars"→→→{x}]

In[2]:= BasisModNullLagrangiansOperator[variables][
{u[x] (u′′′)′′′[x],u′′′[x]2}]

Out[2]= {u′[x]2}

Example 3.1. As an example, in the discrete setting, consider the

monomials u[n]2 and u[n + 1]2. Because they only differ by a shift,

they are equal up to (discrete) null Lagrangians. Below, our code

confirms this fact using DVarD, the discrete variational derivative

operator.

In[3]:= dvariables=Association[{"depVars"→→→{u},
"indVars"→→→{n}, "VarDOperator"→→→DVarD} ]

In[4]:= BasisModNullLagrangiansOperator[dvariables][
{u[n]2,u[n+1]2}]

Out[4]= {u[n]2}

The ordered basis for the domain, B, can be sorted by a user-

specified function, giving priority, for example, to lower-order

terms. Finally, our implementation is designed to deal with param-

eters. Branches corresponding to different values of the parameters

are treated automatically.

Example 3.2. The monomials u[x]2,u[x]a are linearly indepen-

dent if a , 2. For a = 2, they become linearly dependent, and it is

enough to work withu[x]2; for a = 0,u[x]0 = 1 is a null Lagrangian,

as it is in the kernel of the variational derivative operator. Notice

that the output of our code is a piecewise expression according to

the different cases. The $Failed case corresponds to situations in

which a is not a real number since the first two cases cover the real

line.

In[5]:= AppendTo[variables,"pars"→→→{a}]

In[6]:= BasisModNullLagrangiansOperator[variables][
{u[x]2,u[x]a}]

Out[6]= { {u[x]2} a==0||a==2
{u[x]2,u[x]a} (-2+a) a,0
$Failed True

We discuss a somewhat more involved example below.

Example 3.3. Let P[u,u ′,u ′′] be the space of polynomials in the

(dependent) variables u[x], together with its higher-order deriva-

tives in the independent variable x . Consider, for the simplicity of

the exposition,b ∈ {0, 1, 2}. The procedure is similar forb < {0, 1, 2}.

Let {u[x],u ′[x]2,u[x]b ,u[x]u ′[x]} ⊂ P[u,u ′,u ′′]. The canonical

basis of P[u,u ′,u ′′] should be

{1,u,u ′,u ′′,u2,uu ′,u ′2,uu ′′,u3, . . . },

ordered in the lexicographic order. However, here we take BR =

{1,u,u ′′} for simplicity.

In each of the possible instances, the bases are

B|b=0
= {u[x],u ′[x]2, 1,u[x]u ′[x]},

B|b=1
= {u[x],u ′[x]2,u[x]u ′[x]}, and

B|b=2
= {u[x],u ′[x]2,u[x]2,u[x]u ′[x]}.
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If the linear mapping V is the Euler-Lagrange operator, we have

V (B|b=0
) = {1,u ′′[x], 0, 0},

V (B|b=1
) = {1,u ′′[x], 1, 0}, and

V (B|b=2
= {1,u ′′[x], 2u[x], 0}.

Now, we have the matrices

[V (B)|b=0
] =


1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

 , [V (B)|b=1
] =


1 0 1 0

0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

 ,
[V (B)|b=2

] =


1 0 0 0

0 0 2 0

0 1 0 0

 .
Their reduced row echelon forms are, respectively,

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

 ,

1 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

 ,

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

 .
The basis for the corresponding quotient spaces are {u[x],u ′[x]2},

for b = 0 and b = 1, and {u[x],u ′[x]2,u[x]2}, for b = 2.

3.2 Minimal representations
The functionCancelModNullLagrangiansOperator determines

a minimal representation,Q , of the expression P . It is an implemen-

tation of the following algorithm

Algorithm 2: CancelModNullLagrangiansOperator

Input: P ∈ PD
Output: Q ∈ PD

1 Form the list L = {m1,m2, . . . ,mi } of monomials of P ;

2 Get B = {b1,b2, . . . ,bj }, j ⩽ i , the result of applying
BasisModNullLagrangianOperator to L;

3 Solve for the coefficients αk such that

E

(∑j
k=1

αkbk − P
)
= 0. The solution exists and is unique;

4 Q =
∑j
k=1

αkbk .

The representation part of Algorithm 2 is implemented in the

function RepresentModNullLagrangiansOperator.

Example 3.4. The function u ′[x]2 + 3u[x]u ′′[x] is represented
up to null Lagrangians using the basis {u ′[x]2} and resulting in

−2u ′[x]2.

In[7]:= RepresentModNullLagrangiansOperator[variables][
u′′′[x]2+3 u[x] u′′[x],{u′′′[x]2}]

Out[7]= -2 u′[x]2

Algorithm 2 is implemented in the function CancelModNullLa-

grangiansOperator. Thus, the preceding example can be worked

out automatically as follows.

In[8]:= CancelModNullLagrangiansOperator[variables][
u′′′[x]2+3 u[x] u′′[x]]

Out[8]= -2 u′[x]2

Example 3.5. In the discrete case, the telescoping sum

N−1∑
n=0

u2

n+1
− un2

vanishes (under the periodicity conditions).

In[9]:= CancelModNullLagrangiansOperator[dvariables][
u[n]2-u[n+1]2]

Out[9]= 0

3.3 Symmetrization of integral expressions
Quite often, symmetrization is used to uncover the sign of integral

expressions, for example∫
Td

uuxx = −

∫
Td

u2

x .

We seek to rewrite an expression in an, more symmetrical, equiva-

lent form by balancing the number of derivatives on each monomial.

Let p be a monomial expressable as

p = q
∂kDβu

∂xki
,

where q depends on the derivatives of u with respect to the xi of
order less than k−1. With integration by parts, we get an equivalent

expression for p,

−
∂q

∂xi

∂k−1Dβu

∂xk−1

i

,

and this procedure is repeated iteratively.

The above integration by parts heuristic is implemented by the

function IntegrateByParts.

Example 3.6. Integrating by parts twice, we obtain∫
R
uu ′′′′dx = −

∫
R
u ′u ′′′dx =

∫
R
u ′′2dx .

Our code produces the same result.

In[10]:= IntegrateByPartsOperator[variables][u[x] u′′′′[x]]

Out[10]= u′′[x]2

Example 3.7. Naturally, multiple independent variables are sup-

ported. Integrating by parts in x and then in y, we get∫
R2

∂2u

∂y2

∂2v

∂x2
dxdy = −

∫
R2

∂3u

∂y2∂x

∂v

∂x
dxdy =

∫
R2

∂2u

∂y∂x

∂2v

∂x∂y
dxdy

as can be checked by our code.

In[11]:= variables2=Association[{"depVars"→→→{u},
"indVars"→→→{x,y}}]

In[12]:= IntegrateByPartsOperator[variables2][
∂∂∂{y,2}u[x,y] ∂∂∂{x,2}v[x,y]]

Out[12]= u(1,1)[x,y] v(1,1)[x,y]

Finally, we present two additional functions from our code. The

first one, BeautifyOperator, chains together the functionality of

CancelModNullLagrangiansOperator with the IntegrateBy-

PartsOperator.

In[13]:= BeautifyOperator[variables][
u[x] u′′[x]+u[x] u′′′[x]]

Out[13]= -u′[x]2
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The second one is RemoveDersOperator. It removes the deriva-

tives from the dependent variables in rdVars by integrating by

parts.

In[14]:= AppendTo[variables,
{"rdVars"→→→{v},"depVars"→→→{u,v}}]

In[15]:= RemoveDersOperator[variables][
u[x] v′′[x]+ u′′[x] v[x]]

Out[15]= 2 v[x] u′′[x]

4 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The code described in this paper is implemented in Mathemat-

ica. Here, we briefly describe some of the implementation details

that allow the code to handle fairly general problems. An impor-

tant concern in PDE theory is the correct handling of parameters.

Usually, the terms of expressions with parameters are generically

linearly independent. Cancellations may occur for the values of

the parameters that make them dependent. We do not claim to

handle all possible situations. However, our linear algebra routines,

handling of piecewise expressions throughout the code, and para-

metric simplification capabilities far surpass similar built-in tools

in Mathematica.

4.1 Variational Derivatives
Although Mathematica provides a variational derivative, Varia-

tionalDerivative, we use VarD. This implementation is, in fact,

faster.

The discrete variational derivative, DVarD, is also implemented

in our package.

Example 4.1. The variational derivative of u ′[x]2 is −2u ′′[x], as
can be checked.

In[16]:= VarD[u′′′[x]2,{u},{x}]

Out[16]= {-2 u′′[x]}

Example 4.2. The discrete variational derivative of (u[n] −u[n +
1])2 is −2(u[n − 1] − 2u[n] + u[n + 1]), as can be checked.

In[17]:= DVarD[(u[n]-u[n+1])2,{u},{n}]

Out[17]= {-2 (u[-1+n]-2 u[n]+u[1+n])}

4.2 Linear algebra
Core linear algebra operations rely on an implementation of the

Gaussian elimination algorithm. This is an implementation of Gauss-

ian elimination on fields of rational functions of arbitrary vari-

ables (x1, . . . , xd ), the generators, with real or complex parameters

(a1, . . . ,ak ). In particular, it returns a piecewise expression with

the branches of Gaussian elimination.

Example 4.3. Consider the field of rational functions in the vari-

able x and consider matrices with elements in this field depending

on a parameter a.

In[18]:= field=Association[{
"generators"→→→{x},"pars"→→→{a}}];

Fix a matrix and vector with values in this field

A =

[
1 x

ax + a ax

]
b =

[
1

a

]
In[19]:= system=Association[{

"matrix"→→→{{1,x},{a x+a,a x}},
"vector"→→→{1,a}}];

The GaussianEliminationOperator performs Gaussian elimina-

tion in this pair branching in the case a = 0 when the matrix does

not have full rank. The GaussianEliminationOperator performs

Gaussian elimination on this pair, branching in the case a = 0,

when the matrix is rank deficient.

In[20]:= GaussianEliminationOperator[field][system]

Out[20]= <|matrix→
{{1,0},{0,1}} a,0
{{1,x}} a==0
$Failed True,
vector→

{0,
1

x
} a,0

{1} a==0
$Failed True|>

This branching feature allows us to obtain results that are valid

only for specific values of the parameters.

4.3 Handling of piecewise expressions
Our code supports Piecewise expressions. So, particular cases or

additional constraints can be handled by all functions. The example

3.3 is properly treated by our code.

4.4 Parametric simplification
Often, in partial differential equations, parameters arise linearly in

exponents. Thus, it is important to decide whether two monomials

are linearly dependent.

Built-in Mathematica algorithms cannot handle directly some

problems of elimination of quantifiers. For example: find the values

of a such that

∃λ∀xx
a = x2

because such a statement falls outside the scope of built-in quanti-

fier elimination algorithms. However, this problem can easily be

solved by considering a different approach. Find a such that

∂

∂x

xa

x2
= 0

for all x . We use these ideas in ParametricRefineOperator to

simplify expressions if two terms can be added together.

In[21]:= ParametricRefineOperator[variables][u[x]2+u[x]a]

Out[21]= 2 u[x]2 a==2
u[x]2+u[x]a a,2
$Failed True

5 APPLICATIONS
Here, we briefly discuss some applications of our code. The first

one concerns the dissipation of energy in the compressible Navier-

Stokes equation in one dimension. The second example concerns

the displacement convexity for mean-field games. In this case, the

results of this code were the starting point for the results in [4].

Finally, we revisit the compressible Navier-Stokes equation. There,

we construct a semi-discrete numerical scheme for which the ki-

netic energy is dissipated. Such the numerical scheme enjoys good

numerical stability properties.
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5.1 Evolution equations and time derivatives of
integral functionals

Consider an evolution PDE on Td × R of the form

ut = N (u),

where N (u) is a (possibly nonlinear) differential operator. Then,

given a function F (x,u,Du,D2u, . . .), we have

d

dt

∫
Td

F (x,u,Du,D2u, . . .)dx =

∫
Td

E(F )(u)N (u).

We have implemented this time derivative operator in the function

TimeDerOperator.

Example 5.1. Consider the heat equation ut = uxx on T × R.
Then, using integration by parts,

d

dt

∫
T
u2 = −2

∫
T
u2

x ,

as we verify next. Here we use the function BeautifyOperator to

simplify the results. This automatically gives an expression with a

negative sign, as desired.

In[22]:= variables=Association[{"depVars"→→→{u},
"indVars"→→→{x},
"eqRhs"→→→{ u′′[x]},
"Beautify"→→→True}];

In[23]:= TimeDerOperator[variables][u[x]2]

Out[23]= -2 u′[x]2

Example 5.2. Our implementation also treats semi-discrete prob-

lems. It gives the analogous result for discrete variational deriva-

tives. Consider the semi-discretization of the heat equation ∂tun (t) =
un+1(t) − 2un (t) + un+1(t). Then

d

dt

N−1∑
n=0

un (t) = 0

as we verify next. Note that we are using function BeautifyOper-

ator to simplify the results.

In[24]:= dvariables=Association[{"depVars"→→→{u},
"indVars"→→→{n},
"eqRhs"→→→{u[n+1]-2 u[n]+u[n+1]},
"Beautify"→→→True,"VarDOperator"→→→DVarD}];

In[25]:= TimeDerOperator[dvariables][u[n]]

Out[25]= 0

5.2 Pressureless Navier-Stokes equation
Consider the pressureless Navier-Stokes equations in one dimen-

sion:

∂ρ

∂t
+
∂m

∂x
= 0

∂m

∂t
+
∂(um)

∂x
=
∂2u

∂x2

wherem = ρu. This equation admits two conserved quantities

d

dt

∫
T
ρdx = 0 and

d

dt

∫
T
mdx = 0. (5.1)

This can be verified by the following code.

In[26]:= variablesns=Association[{"depVars"→→→{rho,m},
"indVars"→→→{x},"Beautify"→→→True,

"eqRhs"→→→{-∂∂∂xm[x],-∂∂∂x
m[x]2

rho[x]
+∂∂∂{x,2}

m[x]

rho[x]
}}]

In[27]:= TimeDerOperator[variablesns][rho[x]]

Out[27]= 0

In[28]:= TimeDerOperator[variablesns][m[x]]

Out[28]= 0

Moreover, the kinetic energy density is K = 1

2
ρu2

is dissipated

d

dt

∫
T

1

2

ρu2dx = −

∫
T
u2

xdx,

as can be confirmed.

In[29]:= td=TimeDerOperator[variablesns][
m[x]2

2 rho[x]
];

Simplify[td/. m→→→Function[x,u[x] rho[x]]]

Out[29]= -u′[x]2

5.3 Displacement convexity for mean-field
games

Displacement convexity was introduced in [9] to study a non-

convex variational problem in optimal transport theory, see [10],

[11], and [12]. A remarkable alternative formulation of the optimal

transport problem in [1] is given as a system of PDEs. These are a

particular case of the ones found in mean-field game theory. The

paper [4] extended displacement convexity inequalities for MFGs.

Here, we illustrate our code in one instance of this problem.

Consider the system of PDEs{
ut =

u2

x
2

− д(m)

mt = (mux )x .

A key result in [4] is the assertion that, form > 0, the function

t 7→

∫
T
U (m(x, t))dx

is convex provided д is increasing and U is convex. This can be

checked by differentiating twice the integral expression. Differ-

entiation, without further simplification by integration by parts,

produces a rather lengthy expression.

In[30]:= variablesmfg=Association[{"depVars"→→→{u,m},

"indVars"→→→{x},"eqRhs"→→→{
1

2
u′′′[x]2-g[m[x]],

∂∂∂x(m[x] u′′′[x])},
"DOrder"→→→2,"Beautify"→→→False}];

In[31]:= dc=TimeDerOperator[variablesmfg][U[m[x]]]

Out[31]= -g[m[x]] m′[x]2 U′′[m[x]]

+
1

2
m′[x]2 u′[x]2 U′′[m[x]]

-g[m[x]] m[x] m′′[x] U′′[m[x]]

+
1

2
m[x] u′[x]2 m′′[x] U′′[m[x]]

+m[x] m′[x] u′[x] u′′[x] U′′[m[x]]
+m[x]2 u′′[x]2 U′′[m[x]]
-g[m[x]] m[x] m′[x]2 U(3)[m[x]]

+
1

2
m[x] m′[x]2 u′[x]2 U(3)[m[x]]

However, by using our algorithm, we readily obtain the desired

result; that is,

d2

dt2

∫
T
U (m(x, t))dx =

∫
T
m

(
д′(m)m2

x +mu2

xxU
′′(m)

)
dx,
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as we verify below.

In[32]:= BeautifyOperator[variablesmfg][dc]

Out[32]= m[x] (g′[m[x]] m′[x]2+m[x] u′′[x]2) U′′[m[x]]

5.4 A semi-discretization for the pressureless
Navier-Stokes equation

Now, we return to the pressureless Navier-Stokes equation. We

discretize, ρn andmn , and setmn = ρnun . To simplify the notation,

we assume that the discretization parameter ish = 1; that is, nodesn
andn+1 are at a distance 1 in space. Of course, similar computations

can be done with arbitrary h. We also define the mean velocity

between nodes n and n + 1 as

ūn+ 1

2

=
un + un+1

2

.

Let ∆ denote the difference operator

∆un = un+1 − un .

Our semi-discretized system is

∂ρn
∂t
+ ∆mn = 0

∂mn
∂t
+ ∆(ūn+ 1

2

mn ) = ∆2un−1.

Now, we verify the discrete analog to (5.1).

d

dt

N−1∑
n=0

ρn =
d

dt

N−1∑
n=0

mn = 0.

In[33]:= dvariablesns=Association[{"depVars"→→→{rho,m},
"indVars"→→→{n},
"eqRhs"→→→{-(m[n+1]-m[n]),

-(
1

2
(

m[n+1]

rho[n+1]
+

m[n]

rho[n]
) m[n+1]

-
1

2
(

m[n]

rho[n]
+

m[n-1]

rho[n-1]
) m[n])

+(
m[n+1]

rho[n+1]
-
2 m[n]

rho[n]
+

m[n-1]

rho[n-1]
)},

"VarDOperator"→→→DVarD,"Beautify"→→→True}];

In[34]:= TimeDerOperator[dvariablesns][rho[n]]

Out[34]= 0

In[35]:= TimeDerOperator[dvariablesns][m[n]]

Out[35]= 0

Without canceling null Lagrangians, it is hard to decide if the

scheme dissipates the kinetic energy.

In[36]:= AppendTo[dvariablesns,"Beautify"→→→False];

In[37]:= kdot=Expand[TimeDerOperator[dvariablesns][
m[n]2

2 rho[n]
]]

Out[37]= -
2 m[n]2

rho[n]2
+

m[-1+n] m[n]

rho[-1+n] rho[n]
+

m[-1+n] m[n]2

2 rho[-1+n] rho[n]

+
m[n] m[1+n]

rho[n] rho[1+n]
-

m[n] m[1+n]2

2 rho[n] rho[1+n]

Replacingmn by ρnun as suggested by the continuous case yields

still a reasonably large expression

In[38]:= kdot2=kdot/. m→→→Function[n,u[n] rho[n]]

Out[38]= u[-1+n] u[n]-2 u[n]2+
1

2
rho[n] u[-1+n] u[n]2

+u[n] u[1+n]-
1

2
rho[1+n] u[n] u[1+n]2

So, finally, we use the function CancelModNullLagrangians to

explore cancellations in the sum.

In[39]:= dvariablesns2=Association[{"depVars"→→→{rho,u},
"indVars"→→→{n},"VarDOperator"→→→DVarD}];

In[40]:= CancelModNullLagrangiansOperator[dvariablesns2][
kdot2]

Out[40]= 2 u[-1+n] u[n]-2 u[n]2

Now, by observing that un−1 is equivalent to un , it is easy to see

that

d

dt

N−1∑
n=0

ρn
u2

n
2

= −

N−1∑
n=0

(un − un−1)
2.
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